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Abstract: The paper is concerned with the innovative technological processes of mobile robots with infrared thermo camera for 
inspection, group wireless control of autonomous luggage carriers, shafts renovation based on nonelectric chemical laying of a nickel 
coating with included nanoparticles, graphical Braille screen using permanent magnet linear electromagnetic actuator for driving a needle, 
high speed forging processes with a new industrial rocket engine applicable for a high-speed forging hammer, new type milling bodies - 
spheroidal tetrahedron. A modern Smart Lab equipment for advanced research activities is presented. 
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 1. Introduction 

Innovative processes are often associated with some of the 
following effects: mobile robotics and group control, ICT, 
environmental protection, energy efficient production, new 
materials and technologies, quality of life.  

The Institute of Information and Communication Technologies 
(IICT-BAS) has successfully conducted scientific research and 
applied developments related to one or more of the above effects. In 
IICT-BAS there is unique modern laboratory equipment. Unique to 
south-eastern Europe Smart Laboratory is equipped with industrial 
computer 3D tomography, 3D scanner and 3D printer, infrared 
camera, high speed camera, laser measurement of particles in nano 
range, Discrete Element Method software (DEM) etc. 

Scientific tasks, types of activities and expected results are 
based on previously performed scientific research and development 
in IICT, the available unique research equipment and planned 
activities.  

On this basis, the team will strengthen the research and 
development on the above cited innovative topics and expand the 
fields of application of the results.  

 2. Research of innovative processes 

     Chemical nickel coatings by inclusion of nanoparticles  
     for shafts renovating 

In IICT BAS we have developed technology for chemical 
(electroless-autocatalytic) plating the working surface of the shaft 
(Fig. 1) for extruding a film with the inclusion of nano-particles in a 
matrix of nickel in order to improve the hardness and wear 
resistance of the coating with thickness up to 25 μm at 250 μm 
chrome plating, [1], [8].  

There have been experimental studies of nano diamonds with 4-
20 nm. Methods are developed for testing the hardness and 
chemical durability of nickel coatings including nanoparticles. The 
plating of test samples was performed (Fig. 2). Several of the 
samples A and B were used for preliminary tests for chemical 
staining / oxidation of nikel-phosphor coatings. To conduct long 

term durability tests of models of shafts in operating conditions (T = 
200 0 C, maintained by computer control of industrial heater) 
suitable test stand was designed (Fig. 3).  

 
Fig. 1. - Calender schaft 

 
Fig.2. Plating of test samples 

 
Fig. 3. The Stand 

     Graphical Braille matrix for visually impaired to  
     use graphical computer interface 

In IICT-BAS a technology is developed to build graphical 
Braille display (Braille matrix – Fig. 4.) Based on linear 
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electromagnetic micromotor (Fig. 5) lifting and holding the moving 
parts (pins) through which in the aggregate are plotted symbols 
(icons) that visually impaired person can perceive through touch. 
Studied are static, dynamic and thermographic characteristics of the 
constructed graphical field. It is working on the optimization of 
sample size and power consumption when operating with graphical 
Braille display using energy-efficient control model.  A Braille 
matrix linear electromagnetic micromotor is developed to drive the 
needles, [2].  

 
Fig. 4. A matrix of tactile Braille display 

 

 
Fig. 5. Variants of linear microdrive 

      Plastic deformation of metals by rocket propulsion  
      of high speed hammers 

In IICT-BAS the team has made modeling, simulation and 
testing the processes of impact forming of metal parts with high-
speed presses, powered by an industrial rocket motor - Fig. 6, [3], 
[9], [10], [11]. Geometry and speed parameters of the system were 
optimized.  Process management is optimized with the aim of 
energy efficiency. A bench model is developed to study the 
dynamic deformation and thermal process parameters.  

        

 
Fig. 6. Rocket motor, rocket hammer and a detail 

 

       Optimization of grinding processes by grinding bodies  
       with new form 

In IICT BAS the team has made modeling, simulation and 
testing the processes of grinding, using grinding bodies of spherical 
and spheroidal tetrahedron shape - Fig. 7. Geometric parameters of 
the new body were optimized. The milling process management is 
optimized with the aim of energy efficiency. By using a Bond mill 
and the spheroidal tetrahedrons as grinding bodies, it has been 
demonstrated a more rapid milling of the material in the same 
desired size or finer milling of the material in comparison with the 
grinding results with spherical grinding bodies,[4], [12]. 

 
Fig. 7. The milling body 

 3. New methods and means 

In the area of the topics described here, as a continuation of our 
previous studies by available methods and tools, using the Smart 
Lab devices, we plan to do the following scientific and applied 
research and development:  

New materials  

In the area of new materials and nano technologies related to 
environmental protection, we will do the following:  

- Development of novel chemical nickel coating with nano 
elements included on the basis of Al2O3, SiC, and etc.. in the 
crystal grid of nickel.  
- Conducting research with various chemical nickel 
coatings with included nano components - Al2O3, SiC etc. under 
laboratory conditions, tribological tests.  
- Conducting research to abrasion, mass and linear wear of 
coatings developed with the involvement of nanoelements based 
on Al2O3, SiC and others. 
- Conducting research on the wear resistance of coatings 
developed with the involvement of nanoelements based on 
Al2O3, SiC and others.  
- Development of criteria and methods for assessing the 
quality of the species of tested coatings with inclusion of 
nanoelementi - Al2O3, SiC and others.  
With a resolution of 3 μm we shall examine the developed 

coatings (thickness 25 μm) with 3D tomograph for uniformity of 
internal structure, surface smoothness, etc. - Fig. 8. Using a thermal 
camera (up to 20000C) we shall explore the influence of nano-
particles in the electrode on the quality of welding and the 
uniformity of the metal cooling -Fig. 9. Using 3D tomograph we 
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will explore internal 3D structure of industrial parts in order to 
detect micro-cracks, irregularities, harmful inclusions, bubbles and 
more. - Fig. 10. With nano granulometer and EDEM we will 
explore and model the evolution of bio materials.  

 
Fig. 8. 3D image of a thin coating 

         
         Fig. 9. Thermogram of welding           Fig. 10. Structure 

  

Increasing the quality of life  

Based on the Braille matrix, driven by linear electromagnetic 
micro motors we will:  

- Minimize the amount of linear electromagnetic micro 
motors  
- Examination of static and dynamic characteristics of new 

drives  
- Optimization of electromagnetic forces and fields of linear 

micro motors  
- Reducing the mutual influence between the fields of 

individual micro motors  
- Energy efficient management of micro motors by 

switching action  
- Increasing the number of the micro motor and the amount 

of Braille matrix. 
In order to examine and test the circuit scheme of Braille 

matrix, we will use the developed and protected by patent 
micromanipulator with piezo-driven joints - Fig. 11. 
Micromanipulator includes mobile units consisting of shoulder and 
embedded in the actuator piezoceramic element – actiator. We will 
use a thermal camera for research and oprtimization of the circuit 
diagram of the Braille matrix to reduce the termoemissions. 

      
     Fig. 11. Micromanipulator                Fig. 12. Driving pilots 

α = 0° α ≤ 30° α ≤ 45° α ≤ 60° α = 90°  α ≤ 120°
 

Fig. 13. Driving non-vertical piles 

New technologies  

On the basis of the developed high-speed rocket propulsion, we 
will perform research and development with the application of a 
combined impact (with an additional force of a rocket motor). 
Except for deformation of metals (pressing), we will examine the 
effects of application of high-speed rocket propulsion in the 
following cases:  

● driving in of piles. Within the current technology, driving in 
of pilots to strengthen land areas is performed through an impact on 
the pilot by a freely falling solid body with a certain mass - Fig. 12. 
We will study the influence of the combined effect of the impact on 
the rate of subsidence of the pilot in various soils. It is expected  
that by analogy with stamping,  when driving in with high speed 
(due to further acceleration of the falling mass of rocket engine) it 
will be obtained a reduction of the friction between the surface of 
the pilot and the land mass. As the rocket motor may continue to act 
after the impact,  the force applied by it  should lead to a greater 
penetration depth of the pilot in terms of reduced friction. 
Moreover, in a further independent driving we can increase the 
angle of non-vertical driving of pilots - Fig. 13, which now depends 
on gravity.    

    Energy efficient production  

One way to increase efficiency when working with ball mills is 
by replacing the spherical grinding bodies with bodies of other 
form, [5], [13]. It will be modeled with FEM the intense-
deformation state under impact of various elements from the surface 
of the ball-shaped spheroidal tetrahedron on a massive slab or a 
similar body, and it will be determined the magnitude of the 
moment of impact (Fig. 14). We will also seek methods and tools to 
optimize the control with the aim of grinding energy efficiency. 
Also with the aid of the laser nano granulometer, the size of grained 
particles will be tested. 

               

  
Fig. 14. Scheme of bodies using finite elements and istribution of 

intensity of exertions. 

 4. Robotics and ICT 

In the area of mobile robots and group control we have research 
as follows: 
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Optimizing the navigation of mobile robot for inspection by 
using Robot Operating System, [14] and a thermo camera FLIR 
P640–Fig. 15, [6]. For simultaneous localization and mapping is 
used Kinect sensor – Fig. 16. The algorithm for navigation creates a 
map of the environment (Fig. 17), after that generate a path to the 
desired destination and navigate the robot. The mapping is very 
useful for navigation. All maps can be used in the Navigation stack 
for better orientation and precision. The navigation stack requires 
that the robot be publishing information about the relationships 
between coordinate frames using “tf”. The “tf” library enables 
sensor data. The navigation recognize if there are obstacles and 
avoid them. The robot can be controlled distantly over internet or 
it’s Wi-Fi. The navigation was tested in indoor with static and 
dynamic obstacles.  

We develop also an autonomous luggage carrier as a personal porter 
that follows an operator around to wherever the destination may be 
using wireless connectivity to the user via hand bracelet worn by 
the user – Fig. 18. The luggage carrier will be capable of but not 
limited to stop and travel in busy lines. It will also be capable of 
following the user to distant terminals at variable speeds. In 
addition to the usage in airport applications, it may also be 
implemented in many other settings, such as for transporting 
medical equipment in hospitals, usage at cruise ports, nursing 
homes or assisted living facilities, and many other miscellaneous 
personal use. The applications of this device also tailor to allowing 
more freedom to handicapped or elderly individuals who want to 
assert their independence. Still another use of this device is for 
laborers/professionals who are often going back and forth on job 
sites consuming valuable time simply transporting their equipment. 
A group wireless control is developed, [7]. 

         
Fig.15.The robot                               Fig.16.Kinect sensor    

  
Fig.17.Generated map                       Fig.18.Luggage carrier 

 5. Conclusions 

Using Smart Lab equipment and modern ICT we develop new 
methods and means for energy efficient innovative technological 
processes in the areas of robotics and ICT, nano materials, quality 
of life and environmental protection. 
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